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EACH YEAR ,

we look forward
to providing a select group of
students with two unforgettable
leadership experiences known
as the Washington Youth Tour
and Cooperative Youth Summit.
This year was different as life
handed us a lemon in the form
of COVID-19. In fact, life handed us a
whole orchard so what else could we do
but make lemonade?
Efforts to protect each other through
social distancing meant we had to put
our summer cooperative programs on
hold. However, we weren’t going to let
our students miss out on a once-in-alifetime opportunity.
In June, our group of juniors and
sophomores participated in the Virtual
Youth Experience, a week-long web
conference sponsored by South Carolina’s
electric cooperatives. The event allowed
high school students selected by
cooperatives from all across the state to
engage with leaders from the safety and
comfort of their homes using computers
and smartphones.
Instead of touring historic sites, 77
student delegates got to ask government,
education, and health officials about the
historic issues facing their generation.
Instead of bonding on a chartered bus,
these young people bonded via social
networks, chats, and a special project
they are all participating in.
Over a five-day period in June, several
of our state’s highest elected officials—
Governor Henry McMaster, U.S. Senators
Tim Scott and Lindsey Graham, and U.S.
Congressman Jim Clyburn—discussed the
response to the pandemic, policing and
other topics important to the students.
State Superintendent Molly Spearman
described what their final years of high
school might look like. Dr. Linda Bell,
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the state’s chief epidemiologist, answered
questions about the pandemic and told
them that their “new normal” should be
wearing masks everywhere they go.
Jim Sonefeld, drummer for Hootie
and the Blowfish, visited with the
students to discuss mental health during
the pandemic and substance abuse.
Rev. Charles Jackson, senior pastor
at Brookland Baptist Church in West
Columbia, spoke to the students about
the importance of developing community
and positive race relations.
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TO REPORT OUTAGES

Governor Henry McMaster visits with local high
school students during the Virtual Youth Experience.

Over the last several months, we’ve
all had to make the best of some tough
circumstances. However, as great as this
experience was for our students we didn’t
want them to miss out on the real thing
so we are offering them a chance to take
part in the trips next summer; and that,
my friends, is how you turn lemons into
lemonade.
Sincerely,

ROBERT VANDROSS

Trustee, District 1
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M IC A H P O N CE

officials recently presented
a donation to the Town of Moncks Corner in support of the
community’s Miracle League baseball field.
“We are proud to support this wonderful cause. As the
Miracle League says, ‘Every child deserves a chance to play
baseball,’” says Dwayne Cartwright, president and CEO of
Berkeley Electric. “One of our governing principles as an
electric cooperative is ‘concern for community,’ which includes
providing children of all abilities with an opportunity to
experience the joy of playing our national pastime—baseball.”
Berkeley Electric’s $15,000 donation is offered in conjunction
with CoBank, which provides a matching grant program called
Sharing Success. The cooperative was also instrumental in
helping raise money for establishing the Charleston Miracle
League field in West Ashley.
The Miracle League provides opportunities for children
with disabilities to play Miracle League baseball through the
construction of special facilities that meet the unique needs of
Miracle League players and their families.

BERKELEY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

We passed the test!

WA LTER A LLRE A D

Miracle in Moncks Corner

cooperative, it is important to ensure
meter data is accurate to keep the cooperative financially sound
and to keep rates affordable for members. During a recent
Cost of Service Study, conducted by the Cooperative Financial
Corporation (CFC), Berkeley passed the “test” with 99.8%
accuracy between its accounting records of kilowatt-hours sold
and the data in its Meter Data Management (MDM) system.
If you aren’t familiar with MDM, it is the system that
records all of the information collected from the cooperative’s
106,000 active meters in 30-minute intervals. This means the
billing records were only off by 0.2% even though the MDM
system recorded over 5 million readings per day and nearly 2
trillion in a year!

AS A NOT-FOR-PROFIT

Co-ops seek more solar
M IC A H P O N CE

BERKELEY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE’S wholesale power
provider, Central Electric Power Cooperative (CEPC) plans
to add more solar power to the mix of electricity sources
used to supply electric cooperatives in South Carolina.
Central is seeking projects that could produce as much
as 500 megawatts of new solar-generated electricity. Each
project is expected to be approximately 125 megawatts
each with locations spread to several areas of the state.
Berkeley Electric is also undertaking a solar generation
project called Community Solar which will allow members
to benefit from solar power without installing panels on
their property. The co-op is building a traditional 120
kilowatt array near Cypress Gardens in Moncks Corner
which will be operational by the end of the year. A second
80 kilowatt array will be built in Awendaw. This array will
feature solar panels on top of a covered parking canopy at
the co-op’s district office.

Calendar Contest!
want to celebrate the rich heritage of the
Lowcountry with photos of historical places. Churches,
battlefields, graveyards—if it has history we want to see it! If
your photo is chosen for the calendar you win $100!
The contest runs through Sept. 31. All submissions must
be landscape orientation (horizontal) and print quality so
send us the highest resolution image possible. Please e-mail
all submissions to micahp@bec.coop with the subject line
“Calendar Contest.” Be sure to tell us where the photo was
taken. You must be a BEC member to enter!

THIS YEAR WE
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Change brings opportunity
IF YOU INTERACT with the cooperative on
a regular basis you may notice a whole
lot of new faces, including mine. When
I returned to the S.C. Lowcountry in
January to assume the role of manager of
communications, my family and I were
ready for a change. We had enjoyed living
in the Midwest for the better part of a
LIBBY ROERIG
decade, but we were ready to come home.
Manager of
Change is constant, right?
Communications
Every time I think about those early
months of 2020, it seems like a lifetime ago. We enjoyed the
relative ease of visiting a store, dining in a restaurant or taking
a family vacation to Disney World. The COVID-19 pandemic
has changed everything—how we live, how we work, and how
we connect.

Communication changes

One thing that hasn’t changed is Berkeley Electric’s dedication
to serving you, our members. The communications and public
relations team at your co-op has been hard at work these past
few months planning future outreach and enhancing our
communication efforts.
Social media is a priority for us. Our accounts on Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter are the best way to get up-to-the-minute
news about your cooperative. And during these unusual
times, these direct channels of communication are especially
important as we’re posting information about how our
operations are adapting to the pandemic (such as closing and
reopening our office lobbies) or scam alerts.
Social media is also the best way to engage with your
cooperative. We’re using it to tell our story more, to show you
the men and women who make the cooperative great, and to
promote the services we offer you. For instance, we shared
the amazing virtual experiences our Youth Tour delegates had
this summer. The Youth Tour program usually takes deserving
high school students from across the nation to Washington,

MAY 2019

MAY 2020

280,004,931

291,169,254

No. meters served
Avg. residential kWh/
meter

103,685

107,554

1,271

1,163

Avg. residential bill/meter
Miles of line
Avg. daily high
temperature

$169.68

$161.38

5,775

5,903

89

82

Avg. daily low temperature

64

62

BERKELEY AT-A-GLANCE

Total kWh sold

D.C., but because of the pandemic, our S.C. students engaged
with leaders from the safety of their homes through video
conferencing. Over a five-day period in June, several of our
state’s highest elected officials discussed the pandemic, law
enforcement and other topics important to the students.

Internal changes

As I mentioned, my face isn’t the only new one you will be
seeing around the cooperative. We’re entering a new era
at Berkeley Electric, as several of our senior leaders are
preparing to depart and enjoy a much-deserved retirement.
As I’m sure you read last month in this publication, President
and CEO Dwayne Cartwright is retiring after eight years of
service to the Lowcountry. Scott Shepherd, vice president
of member services, is also retiring later this year after an
impressive 40 years of dedicated service. Mark Gaddy, who
joined the Berkeley Electric team as a newly minted Clemson
grad 34 years ago, will also retire in the coming months as
vice president of marketing and governmental affairs.
In addition to missing the daily presence of our wonderful
colleagues, that’s collectively more than 80 years of experience
we’re losing. They’ve witnessed monumental changes to the
co-op and our community during their time. That wisdom
certainly cannot be replaced, but fortunately, they’re only a
phone call away.
These changes are also an opportunity to take a fresh
look at how we operate. Scott’s role is being merged with our
information technology department, led by Vice President Tony
Capobianco. The two departments have worked closely for
years to serve the Berkeley Electric membership, so it’s sure to
be a seamless transition.
Mark’s role will be filled by Tony Vincent, who has been
the manager of key accounts, economic development and
government relations since 2013. Tony has great insight into the
state’s utility industry, high expectations for Berkeley Electric’s
future and endless energy to make it happen.
Change is constant, and we adapt. We at Berkeley Electric
welcome, as always, your input for how we can continue
to change to better serve you. One of the easiest ways to
share your input is on social media so be sure to follow
us on any, or all, of our channels including Facebook @
BerkeleyElectricCooperative; Instagram @BerkeleyElectricCoop;
and Twitter @BerkeleyElectr3.
Sincerely,

LIBBY ROERIG

Manager of Communications
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Perilous poles endanger linemen

Members
get a piece
of the pie

aren’t exactly eye-catching and it may
seem harmless to gussy up the one in your yard with a flag or
other decoration. But doing so can cause serious harm to our
linemen. Although our crews often work out of buckets it is
still often necessary for them to climb poles to restore power;
having to remove items attached to poles or covering tag
numbers slows down their efforts. It can also pose a danger to
them as it only takes a pinhole tear in their rubber gloves for
electricity to pass through and burn, or electrocute, them.
That is why attachments of any kind are prohibited on
poles owned by Berkeley Electric Cooperative—identifiable by
bright yellow vertical tags. These attachments include but are
not limited to, member-owned cameras, lights, birdhouses,
flower trellises, flags, deer stands, and signs of any kind. Any
such attachment may be removed without notification or
compensation if the item is damaged.
By respecting utility poles, you can help keep our employees
safe and your power on. We appreciate everyone’s help with
this very important matter.

PE X EL S .CO M

ELECTRIC UTILITY POLES

EACH YEAR ALL of the cooperative’s revenues in excess of
its expenses (margins) are recorded on the books as capital
furnished by the members (Capital Credits). You are hereby
notified that you have been assigned and credited on the
cooperative’s books with having furnished that amount of
dollars determined by multiplying your total power bills for
2019 by 4.94%.
Shown in the table below are examples of the manner
in which your Capital Credits have been determined. To
compute your own individual Capital Credit assignment you
need only to apply the 4.94% figure shown to the total of
your power bills for 2019. Please note, this is not the amount
members received in June during the early disbursement.

M IC A H P O N CE

When you signed up to receive electric service from
Berkeley Electric you became a member and part-owner.
While investor-owned utilities return a portion of any
profits back to their shareholders, electric cooperatives
operate on an “at-cost” basis. So instead of returning
leftover funds, known as margins, to folks who might not
live in the same region or even the same state as you do,
Berkeley Electric allocates and periodically retires Capital
Credits based on how much electricity you purchased
during a year. For more details visit “My Co-op” on our
website at berkeleyelectric.coop.

M IC A H P O N CE

You are an owner

Capital Credit Illustration Table
Percentage

If your bills for Your capital
2019 were:
credit
assignment
would be:

2019

4.94%

$500

$24.70

$1,000

$49.40

$1,500

$74.10

$2,000

$98.80
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Year

How to identify cooperative employees

when a stranger is in their yard but you can
have peace of mind by identifying a BEC employee in three
easy steps—by checking for the logo on their vehicle, their
uniform, and their employee ID badge.
We try to give advance notice of when we will be on your
property but please note that it is not required. According to
Service Policy 702—cooperative-identified employees have the
right of access to member’s premises at all reasonable times to
access and maintain our equipment.
Berkeley Electric also contracts with multiple outside
companies for assistance with system maintenance including,
but not limited to, Sumter Utilities, McCall-Thomas and

NOBODY LIKES IT

M IC A H P O N CE

Need help identifying who is in your yard?
Berkeley Electric employees like meter
tech Leonard Simmons should have
three logos in plain view.

McClean Engineering. Whenever possible, we provide our
contractors with a “BEC Authorized Contractor” decal, but the
majority will be in a clearly identified vehicle and logo uniform.
We do ask that these contractors make contact with a member
when accessing a residential property for any official business.
Remember, if you have any questions you have the right
to request to see the credentials of an employee or contractor
if they are not readily visible. If you are still unsure, please
gather as much information as possible and call your local
district office. There should be no circumstances where it
becomes necessary to verbally threaten or physically assault
our personnel or contractors.

Storm preparations

M E A DE AG E N CY

AS WE HEAD into hurricane season, the
cooperative continues with preparations to
make sure our system is ready. Crews from
Johns Island recently replaced switch gears
with splice cabinets on the underground
feeders that cross the Kiawah River and
provide power to the back half of Kiawah. This
is part of storm hardening the system. The
new splice cabinets installed by the crews are
waterproof and will withstand flooding. The
switch gears that were replaced are subject to
damage during a flood situation. This changeout will help improve restoration efforts
by reducing the need to use fresh water to
flush out underground equipment that gets
exposed to saltwater during coastal flooding.
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Interested in becoming a board member?
EACH YEAR ,

Berkeley Electric Cooperative members elect three new
board trustees to serve on the co-op’s nine-member board. As a
member-owned electric cooperative, any member in good standing
can run for a board seat that is up for election as long as they live
in that district. This year the districts are 1, 4 and 7. If you need
help determining which district you reside in simply enter your
address into our interactive map which can be found on the board
of trustees page on our website under “My Co-op/About Us.”
If you are considering running for the board there are a few
things that you should keep in mind. As mentioned, you must reside
in one of the districts that are up for election. You must also be at
least 18 years old and be a “member in good standing” for at least
one continuous year before running for the board. There are several
other qualifications to be met which can be found in Section 4.02 of
the cooperative’s bylaws, also available on our website.
Members can get listed on the ballot in two ways. The
cooperative appoints a Nominating Committee which, in turn,
nominates candidates for the board. Typically, this committee
appoints incumbents already serving on the board. The second
method is to be nominated by petition. This requires signatures
from at least 50 active co-op members. Official petition candidate
forms can be obtained from the co-op.

Dates to remember:

21

Deadline for nominating
committee candidates

22

Deadline for petition
candidates

21

Annual meeting of
members

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

districts 1, 4 & 7

requires 50 signatures

must vote in person

Community room
dedicated to chairman

12D
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LOCAL BUSINESSMAN Harry Brunson
joined the board of Berkeley Electric
Cooperative in 1989 when the
cooperative served 50,000 meters and
had recently built the 12,565-squarefoot building on Maybank Highway that
served as the Johns Island district office
for over 30 years. Since then, Berkeley
Electric has grown to over 106,000
meters and completed construction on a
new state-of-the-art district office located
at its new home on Main Road.
Plans for a grand opening were put
on hold due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
however, former CEO Dwayne Cartwright
recently dedicated the district office
community room in Brunson’s honor
for his decades of unwavering service
to the cooperative and the Johns Island
community.
A lifelong resident of the Lowcountry,
Harry Andrew Brunson graduated from

Porter Military Academy and served in
the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Army before
returning to the Johns Island area to
start B & W Mechanical Contractors and
later, the Buzzard’s Roost Marina on the
Stono River.
During his tenure on the board,
Brunson helped start the Operation
Round-Up program at Berkeley and was
instrumental in founding a statewide
electric cooperative trustee group.
“Harry is widely respected by board
trustees from across the state and has
been a leader on many important issues
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Former CEO, Dwayne Cartwright, joins board
chairman, Harry Brunson, to dedicate the Johns
Island community room in his honor.

at the statewide level,” says Cartwright. “I
have personally worked for cooperatives
almost my entire adult life and can
confidently say that he is one of the
best board members I have ever had the
pleasure of working for.
It is an honor and a privilege to be
able to dedicate a room in the new
district office to recognize his service
to both the cooperative and our coastal
communities.”

